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a b s t r a c t
The quality of a wireless sensor network application is often measured by the number of
samples collected in a period of time. Examples include debris flow monitoring systems,
flood warning system and so on. In many situations, the number of collected samples has
to be larger than a specific bound in order to reconstruct the monitored phenomenon.
Considering that the network transmission consumes most energy in a wireless sensor
network, the paths to forward collected samples back to the gateway have to be carefully
chosen to avoid dead nodes and therefore network disconnection. In this paper, we
investigate an optimization problem of balancing the energy consumption among sensor
nodes while ensuring quality constraints. We prove that this problem is NP-hard and
present a distributed algorithm.Our experiment results show that ourmethod outperforms
existing algorithms in balancing energy consumption of sensor nodes.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The advancement of microprocessor technology and wireless communication has enabled many WSN (Wireless Sensor
Network) natural environmental monitoring applications. Examples include debris flow monitoring systems [1,2], flood
warning systems [3] and so on. All these applications rely on collected samples to reconstruct the monitored phenomenon
for further analysis. To truthfully reconstruct the monitored phenomenon, the WSN sampling rate must be at least twice
the highest frequency of the original signal, according to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem [4]. For example, the
occurrence of debris flows causes vibration of the Earths surface, which generates the underground sound of debris flow.
The significant frequency of the underground sound is typically between 5 and 50 Hz. In order to accurately rebuild this
underground sound, we must regularly take at least 100 samples per second. This sampling rate characterizes the quality
requirement of the debris flow monitoring application.
However, sensor nodes are usually powered by batteries and can be easily damaged by the natural environment.
Frequently maintaining sensor nodes is costly and undesirable. How to satisfy the quality requirement while maintaining a
long-running operation becomes a challenging problem. A simple but effective strategy is dense deployment. Fig. 1 shows
a debris flow warning system, which aims to construct the rainfall model of location A. Geographic technologies are first
applied to explore the spatial correlation and determine a deployment area, where sensor readings can be regarded as the
same [5]. Sensor nodes are then densely and redundantly deployed in the deployment area in order to support a long-
running operation. At each sampling instant, only one source node is needed to take a sample in order to avoid redundant
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Fig. 1. A debris flow warning system [1,3].
samples. Finally, all collected samples are forwarded back to the power-line connected gateway, onwhich the rainfall model
is constructed.
When a node runs out of its battery, it cannot take and forward samples. Such a dead node may lead to re-routing of its
neighboring nodes and eventually lead to the disconnection of the WSN. Given the quality requirement of the application,
the problem becomes assigning the sampling workload to the source nodes while balancing energy consumption among all
nodes. For the sake of simplicity, we define the critical node to be the node whose residual energy is minimum among all
nodes. The energy of the critical node is called the critical energy. In this paper, we address the problem of maximizing the
critical energy while satisfying the quality of a WSN application.
The round-robin algorithm is an intuitive sample assignment strategy which actuates source nodes alternately [6].
However, this method does not consider the residual energy of the source nodes and overlooks the energy consumed in
the relay nodes. Hence, the residual energy of each node is unbalanced. Another intuitive method is the residual energy
proportional method [7]. It distributes the sampling workload to a source node in proportion to the average residual energy
of the relay nodes on route from this source node to the gateway. However, the average residual energy of the relay nodes
does not reflect the residual energy distribution of the relay nodes. This heuristic method may not perform well if the
residual energy of the relay nodes varies. On the other hand, the large body of research on energy-aware routing inmultihop
wireless networks [8–14] cannot be applied here, either. Theseworks focus on forwarding samples to the base station rather
than allocating sampling workload. They did not consider how many samples each source node needs to take in order to
reconstruct the monitored signal and balance energy consumption. Therefore, a need is apparent for the development of a
new method to maximize the critical energy during sample collection. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We formulate the sampling workload allocation problem as an optimization problem and prove that the problem is
NP-hard by reducing the Disjoint Connecting Paths Problem [15] (Section 3).
2. We design a distributed algorithm, named BECON (Balance Energy Consumption), which partitions the wireless sensor
network into sub-tree and sub-graph networks. A sub-tree network is solved optimally and a sub-graph network is solved
by a greedy algorithm. Results are integrated at the gateway (Sections 4 and 5).
3. We conduct a series of experiments to simulate a debris flowmonitoring system and demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method. According to our experiment results, BECON outperforms existing methods in balancing energy consumption
(Section 6).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is relatedwork. Section 3 describes the systemmodel and problem
statement. Sections 4 and 5 illustrate the algorithms for tree networks and directed graph networks respectively. Section 6
presents our performance evaluation. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
2. Related work
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the field of sampling rate allocation. Srinivasan et al. [16] and
Zhu et al. [17] defined the application quality as the sum of source utilization. Their objective, therefore, is to maximize
this sum instead of collecting a specific number of samples. As a result, the number of samplesmay not be enough to rebuild
the signal. In addition, how to select a proper utilization function for a given application is ambiguous. On the contrary, we
aim at rebuilding a phenomenon. The quality of a WSN application is satisfied as long as its sampling rate is higher than
a specific bound [4]. Li and Dey [18]and Kansal et al. [19] allocated nodes’ sampling rates with data distortion constraints.
Their methods perform well if the target phenomenon behaves as a Gaussian source. Unlike this work, we do not limit the
target phenomenon to a Gaussian source. A noise filter mechanism is assumed to be adopted by the WSN.
As Table 1 shows, many low power sampling and routing algorithms have been designed. Some of them assumed
that each source node’s sampling rate is known a priori [9,20,11]. Our work, however, addresses sampling workload
allocation and routing simultaneously. Some works actuate nodes alternately to avoid redundant sampling. For example,
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Table 1
Qualitative comparison of existing works.
Method Objective Ensure sensing quality Determine sampling workload
Round-Robin Fairness Yes Yes
Kasbekar et al. [10] Coverage and network lifetime No No
Chang et al. [9] Network lifetime No No
Madan et al. [20] Network lifetime No No
Bejerano et al. [11] Network lifetime No No
Liu et al. [21] Network lifetime No Yes
MTE-Weight [8] Network lifetime Yes Yes
BECON Network lifetime Yes Yes
Wang et al. [22] and Zhang and Hou [23] selected a minimum number of nodes to cover an area and form a connected
network. However, without considering the residual energy of each node and energy consumption on data routing, the
energy consumption among nodes may be unbalanced. In addition, they assumed that every node has sensing capability
and a fixed transmission range while we do not set these limitations. Kasbekar et al. [10] designed a distributed algorithm
to ensure the k-coverage of the target field during the network lifetime. However, the number of collected samples may be
insufficient. As a result, their method is not suitable to the applications that need to rebuild the monitored phenomenon.
Recently, Liu et al. [21] scheduled source nodes to watch targets. They determine the active duration of each node to
maximize the network lifetime. But, the active duration of a source node cannot stand for the number of samples it takes
because the former is a real number and the latter is an integer. Consequently, the number of samples is implicit andmay be
insufficient. Furthermore, unlike their model, the monitoring duration and the number of samples are given in our problem,
which well fits a query-based monitoring application. In our previous work [1], we assumed that each node has only one
parent. A node cannot operate both sampling and forwarding functions. We remove these constraints in this work.
3. The sampling workload allocation problem (SWAP)
3.1. System model
We focus on theWSN applications that rely on raw data to reconstruct the monitored signal of a specific location [1,3,2].
Let B denote the highest frequency of the monitored signal and L the monitoring interval. To reconstruct this phenomenon,
R(>2BL) samples are required to be uniformly taken in L, according to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem [4]. As Fig. 1
shows, geographic technologies are first used to determine a deployment area, where sensor readings can be regarded as
the same [5]. Source nodes are then densely deployed in it to monitor this phenomenon. Only one source node is scheduled
to take a sample at each sampling instant to avoid redundant samples. A directed graph network is constructed and relay
nodes are used to forward samples. All samples are collected at the gateway s0, where this phenomenon is rebuilt. The
time-division-multiple-access (TDMA) protocol is used to synchronize all operations in the WSN. An intuitive method
to implement TDMA is to give a unique number to each link before the system starts to run. At runtime, based on the
given number, links alternately activate at each time slot in order to avoid collisions. After all links have been activated,
the activation cycle restarts back to the first link. Readers who are interested in a more sophisticated time slot allocation
algorithm can refer to [24]. In addition, an optimal clock synchronization in WSNs could be found in [25].
Let {s1, s2, . . . , sN} denote the nodes composing the WSN. Node s0 is the gateway. The (ei, γi, αi,j, βi) are node si’s
parameters. The ei is its current energy capacity and γi is its energy consumption for sensing one sample. The αi,j is the
energy consumption of si for transmitting one sample to sj. If there is no link between si and sj, αi,j is infinite. The βi is the
energy consumption of si for receiving one sample. We use xi to denote si’s sampling workload: the number of samples si
should take in L. Hence, we have
N
i=1 xi = R, in which N is the total number of nodes in the WSN. We use zi,j to denote








We define si’s residual energy e′i as
e′i = ei − γi · xi −
N
j=0




in which the first term of the right hand side is si’s current energy capacity. The second term is the energy consumption of
sensing data. The third and the fourth terms are the energy consumption of transmitting and receiving samples. Fig. 2 lists
the notations used in this paper.
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Fig. 2. List of notations and definitions.
3.2. Problem formulation
To avoid the disconnection of theWSN, we aim at balancing energy consumption among nodes. We determine xi and zi,j
so as to maximize the critical energy. Our problem, P0, is formulated as













zk,i + xi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N, (2)
e′i ≥ 0, zi,j ≥ 0, i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,N, (3)
where xi and zi,j are nonnegative integers. Eq. (2) is the constraint of flow conservation; that is, the total number of samples
sent out by si is equal to that si receives and senses. Since s0 will not send samples to si, the index of the first term on the
right hand side starts from 1. In addition, Eq. (3) ensures that the critical energy and the number of samples transmitted
from si to sj are nonnegative. After determining each xi, we develop a sampling schedule, (x1, g1), (x2, g2), . . . , (xN , gN ), to
take samples sequentially, where gi is the sequence number of the first sample si takes. Namely, si is responsible for taking
from the gith sample to the (gi + xi − 1)th one. Also, the interval between each sampling instant is L/R time unit.
3.3. NP-hardness proof of SWAP
SWAP is NP-hard if the corresponding decision problem (DP) is NP-complete.
• DP Problem: Given a directed graph G, the parameters of each node, and the required samples R, are there a sampling
workload assignment and link traffic allocation for G so that the critical energy of G is ξ?
We reduce the Disjoint Connecting Paths (DCP) problem [15], known to be NP-complete, to the DP problem.
• DCP Problem: Given a directed graphG and a collection of disjoint vertex pairs (s1, t1), (s2, t2), . . . , (sk, tk), doesG contain
kmutually vertex-disjoint paths, one connecting si and ti for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k?
Let G and (s1, t1), (s2, t2), . . . , (sk, tk) denote a DCP instance. The corresponding DP instance is constructed by adding a
gateway s0 and k new edges (t1, s0), (t2, s0), . . . , (tk, s0) to G. Also, the initial energy capacity of each node is set at ξ+1 and
R = k. For each source node, the energy consumption of sensing and transmitting one sample is 1. For each relay node, the
energy consumption of relaying one sample is also 1. If the critical energy of the constructed DP instance is ξ , it means that
each source node takes one sample and no links forwardmore than one sample. The route path of each sample is disjointed.
Hence, we have at least k disjoint paths. The answer to the DCP instance is ‘‘yes’’. It completes the proof.
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3.4. Overview of BECON
Our algorithm, shown in Fig. 3, includes three stages: request broadcast, distributed computation and sampling schedule
assignment. First, the gateway s0 broadcasts the request R to the WSN and each internal node forwards R to its child nodes.
An internal node is a node having child nodes in theWSN, so it is not a leaf node. In a sub-tree network, each leaf node does
some computation and passes the result to its parent node. The parent node merges all results sent from its child nodes and
sends out an integrated result to its parent node. The iterative integration stops at the root of the sub-tree network and the
result is sent back to s0. On the other hand, for each sub-graph network, each node only sends its current energy capacity
to the root of the sub-graph. The root of the sub-graph then executes a centralized algorithm and sends the result back to
s0. Finally, s0 integrates all results and distributes the sampling schedule to the WSN. In the later sections, we first present
a distributed algorithm for tree networks. We later extend it to directed graph networks.
4. Sampling workload allocation for tree networks




2: n = the number of sk’s child nodes;
3: SingleHopRoot(sk, R);
4: Update(sk, R);
5: Send Ek back to sk’s parent node;
6: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7: Procedure Update(sk, R)
8: if sk is a source node then
9: Ec = Ek; Dc = Dk;
10: for i = 1 to R do
11: Determine σc by Eq. (7);
12: Update Ek[i] by Eq. (8);
13: (Dk[i, 0],Dk[i, 1],Dk[i, 2], . . . ,Dk[i, n]) =
(i− σc ,Dc [σc , 1],Dc [σc , 2], . . . ,Dc [σc , n]);
14: end for
15: else
16: Update Ek by Eq. (6);
17: end if
Algorithm 2
1: Procedure SingleHopRoot(sk, R)
2: n = the number of sk’s child nodes;
3: for j = 0 to n do
4: Dk[0, j] = 0; σk,j = 0;
5: end for
6: Ek[0] = min1≤j≤n{Ek,j[0]};
7: for i = 1 to R do
8: for all j = 0 to n do
9: Dk[i, j] = Dk[i− 1, j];
10: end for
11: υ = argmax
1≤j≤n
{Ek,j[σk,j + 1]};
12: σk,υ = σk,υ + 1; Dk[i, υ] = Dk[i, υ] + 1;
13: Ek[i] = min{Ek[i− 1], Ek,υ [σk,υ ]};
14: end for
4.1. Energy table and decision table
Let Ek be sk’s energy table, Dk the decision table. Also, sP(k) is sk’s parent node and Tk is the sub-tree formed by sk. We
define Ek[i] as the minimum residual energy among nodes in Tk after Tk delivers i samples to sP(k) . Dk[i, j] is the number of
samples sk’s jth child node provides when Tk delivers i samples to sP(k) .
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Fig. 3. The flow of BECON.
4.2. Distributed computation
Each leaf node si, after receiving R, builds Ei by
Ei[j] = ei − (γi + αi ,P(i))× j, j = 0, . . . , R. (4)
This Ei is then sent back to si’s parent node sP(i) .
Let sk be the internal node that we discuss. Node sk executesMultiHopTree, listed in Algorithm 1, to integrate all its child
nodes’ E tables and generate its Ek. This Ek is then sent back to sk parent node.
MultiHopTree invokes SingleHopRoot, shown in Algorithm 2, to generate an initial Dk and Ek. Let sk,j be sk’s jth child node
and Ek,j be sk,j’s energy table. Also, σk,j is the number of samples sk,j provides. SingleHopRoot first sets each Dk[0, j] and σk,j
at zero (line 4). It then starts from the first sample and selects the provider of each sample respectively (line 7–14). At each
iteration, it copies the previous selection result (line 8–10) and then picks a node sk,υ as the provider that has the maximum
residual energy after this node provides one more sample (line 11). Namely,
υ = argmax
1≤j≤n
{Ek,j[σk,j + 1]}. (5)
It then increases σk,υ and Dk[i, υ] and calculates Ek[i] (line 12–13). Finally, we have an initial Dk and Ek. Now, Dk represents
the samplingworkload allocation among sk’s child nodeswithout considering sk.Meanwhile, Ek represents the critical energy
among sk’s child nodes without considering sk.
MultiHopTree next applies Update to revise Dk and Ek, whose modification depends on whether sk is a source node or not
(line 8–17).
1. sk is not a source node (line 16): Because sk cannot take sample, Dk is the same. We update each Ek[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ R, by
considering sk’s energy consumption for forwarding samples. Hence, Ek[i] is updated to
Ek[i] = min{Ek[i], ek − (βk + αk ,P(k)) · i}. (6)
2. sk is a source node (line 8–15): sk behaves either as a relay node or as a source node, or both. Since sk will consume energy
in forwarding samples sensed by its child nodes, we have to determine howmany samples sk and sk’s child nodes should
sense so as to achieve the best energy efficiency. The idea is to use a virtual node sc to represent all sk’s child nodes. sc ’s
Ec and Dc are copied from Ek and Dk (line 9). At the ith iteration (line 10–14), sk and sc need to provide i samples. Let j and
(i− j) denote the number of samples sensed by sc and sk respectively. Hence, sc ’s energy capacity becomes Ec[j] after sc
provides j samples. Also, sk’s energy capacity becomes ek−θk · j−δk · (i− j), where θk = βk+αk,P(k) and δk = γk+αk,P(k).
Let σc denote the number of samples provided by sc , so that we can have the maximum critical energy between sk and
sc after they provide i samples. σc is determined by examining all possible combinations, that is,
σc = argmax
0≤j≤i
{min{ek − θk · j− δk · (i− j), Ec[j]}}. (7)
Therefore, sk’s sampling workload Dk[i, 0] is set at (i− σc) and Ek[i] is updated by
Ek[i] = min{ek − θk · σc − δk · (i− σc), Ec[σc]}. (8)
Sinceσc represents the total number of samples collected by sk’s child nodes,we look upDc and set the samplingworkload
of sk’s child nodes to (Dc[σc, 1],Dc[σc, 2], . . . ,Dc[σc, n]).
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For the gateway s0, it uses SingleHopRoot to determine E0 and D0 after receiving all its child nodes’ E tables. The sampling
workload allocation of its child nodes is listed in (D0[R, 1],D0[R, 2], . . . ,D0[R, n0]), where n0 is the number of s0’s child
nodes.
4.3. Sampling schedule assignment
The gateway s0 uses Assign, shown in Algorithm 3, to send the sampling schedule to its child nodes. After receiving the
sampling schedule assigned from its parent node, the internal node also uses Assign to determine its own and its child nodes’
sampling schedule. Eventually, each node’s sampling schedule is set. Let sk be an internal node, l be the sampling workload
and g be the sequence number of the first sample in l. Both l and g are allocated by sk’s parent node. If sk is s0, (l, g) will
be (R, 1). First, sk sets xk at Dk[l, 0] by looking up Dk table and gk at g according to its parent’s assignment (line 3). Later, sk
schedules its child nodes to take samples sequentially and sends the result to them (line 4–7).
Algorithm 3
1: Procedure Assign(sk, l, g)
2: n = the number of sk’s child nodes;
3: xk = Dk[l, 0]; gk = g; g = g + Dk[l, 0];
4: for all j = 1 to n do
5: Send Dk[l, j] and g to sk’s jth child node;
6: g = g + Dk[l, j];
7: end for
Example 1. In Fig. 4, s2 to s7 are source nodes. Fig. 5 lists each node’s parameters. At the beginning, s0 broadcasts R = 3 to
the WSN. Each leaf node initializes its E table by Eq. (4). For example, E2 = [150, 120, 90, 60], E3 = [130, 110, 90, 70] and
E4 = [130, 100, 70, 40]. Node s1 soon uses MultiHopTree to integrate E2, E3 and E4. In SingleHopRoot, s2 is selected as the
provider at the first iteration since
E2[1] = max{E2[1], E3[1], E4[1]} = 120.
Then, we set (D1[1, 0],D1[1, 1],D1[1, 2],D1[1, 3]) = (0, 1, 0, 0) and E1[1] = min{E2[1], E3[0], E4[0]} = 120. Based on this
decision, s3 is selected as the provider at the second iteration because
E3[1] = max{E2[2], E3[1], E4[1]} = 110.
Hence, we set (D1[2, 0],D1[2, 1],D1[2, 2],D1[2, 3]) = (0, 1, 1, 0). Finally, s4 is selected at the last iteration. Because s1 is
not a source node, D1 is determined. Meanwhile, each E1[i] is updated by Eq. (6).
Similarly, s5 invokes MultiHopTree to integrate E6 = [135, 125, 115, 105] and E7 = [130, 115, 100, 85]. Thus, a
virtual node sc is created to represent s6 and s7 since s5 is a source node. Ec and Dc are shown in Fig. 6. At the first
iteration of Update, i = 1, sk and sc are required to provide one sample. By Eq. (7), we have σc = 0. As a result, sk
needs to provide one sample and (D5[1, 0],D5[1, 1],D5[1, 2]) is set at (1, 0, 0). According to Eq. (8), E5[1] is updated to
E5[1] = min{e5 − θ5 · σc − δ5 · (1− σc), Ec[σc]} = 130, and Ec[σc] = Ec[0] = 130. At the second iteration, sk and sc should
provide two samples. By Eq. (7), we have σc = 2. When s6 and s7 provide two samples, the sampling workload allocation is
(Dc[2, 1],Dc[2, 2]) = (2, 0). Hence, we set (D5[2, 0],D5[2, 1],D5[2, 2]) = (0,Dc[2, 1],Dc[2, 2]) = (0, 2, 0). Also, E5[2] is
updated to 115 by Eq. (8). The final E5 and D5 are listed in Fig. 6.
Node s0 first applies SingleHopRoot to generate E0 and D0 after receiving E1 and E5. It next uses Assign to determine the
sampling schedule, in which s1 is required to deliver the first sample and s5 the next two samples. Assign is then invoked
by s1 and s5 separately. By looking up D1, the best allocation is (x1, x2, x3, x4) = (0, 1, 0, 0) when s1 needs to provide one
sample. On the other hand, the best allocation is (x5, x6, x7) = (0, 2, 0) when s5 has to provide two samples. Therefore,
the final sampling workload allocation is (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0) and the sampling schedule is
(x2, g2) = (1, 1), (x6, g6) = (2, 2). Assuming that the monitoring interval is 3 and its starting time is t0, s2 will take the
first sample at t0 and s6 will take the two following samples at t0 + 1 and t0 + 2 respectively.
4.4. Optimality proof
We first show that Algorithm 2 can obtain the optimal solution in a single-hop network. We later extend the proof to a
tree network. LetA denote Algorithm 2 andB denote an arbitrary algorithm. EA,i is defined as the critical energy ofAwhen
A collects i samples. So is EB,i to B. In addition, δj is the energy consumption of sj in sensing and transmitting one sample,
δj = γj + αi,0.
Theorem 1. Algorithm 2 can obtain the optimal solution of P0 in a single-hop network.
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Fig. 4. A tree data collection network.
Fig. 5. Power parameters of nodes.
Fig. 6. A virtual node.
Proof. Induction is adopted to prove the theorem. We first show EA,1 ≥ EB,1. Next, we prove EA,i+1 ≥ EB,i+1, if EA,i ≥ EB,i.
Let {e1, e2, . . . , eN} denote the current energy capacity of sensor nodes. Each node is connected with s0 in one hop. For
the first sample, we assume thatA selects sa andB selects sb as its own provider. Since sa, after providing onemore sample,
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has the maximum residual energy among sensor nodes, we get ea − δa ≥ eb − δb. Thus, EA,1 is given by
EA,1 = min{ea − δa, eb, . . . , eN}
≥ min{ea − δa, eb − δb, . . . , eN}
= min{ea, eb − δb, . . . , eN} = EB,1.
Hence, we have EA,1 ≥ EB,1.
We consider two cases at iteration iwhen using eAj to denote sj’s energy inA and e
B
j inB.
1. EA,i > EB,i. Let sν denote the nodewhose energy eAν is theminimum inA. sµ is the nodewhose energy e
B
µ is theminimum
in B. Because eAν = min{eA1 , eA2 , . . . , eAN }, we have eAµ ≥ eAν . In addition, EA,i > EB,i, it means that eAν > eBµ . Therefore,
eAµ ≥ eAν > eBµ . Because eAµ > eBµ , the sampling workload of sµ inA is less than that inB. ForA, sµ can further provide
one samplewithout exceeding its upper bound, and thenwe have eAµ−δµ ≥ eBµ . IfA selects sµ as the provider at (i+1)th
iteration,
EA,i+1 = min{eA1 , . . . , eAµ − δµ, . . . , eAN }
≥ min{eA1 , . . . , eBµ , . . . , eAN }
= eBµ = EB,i.
As sµ is one of the candidate providers for A at the (i + 1)th iteration, it means that EB,i is EA,i+1’s lower bound. Also,
we have EB,i ≥ EB,i+1 because each node’s residual energy must be less than or equal to that at the ith iteration. We get
EA,i+1 ≥ EB,i+1.
2. EA,i = EB,i. There are two possible cases. First, EA,i+1 ≥ EB,i+1 holds if we have eAj = eBj for all j = 1 to N , which is the
same as the first iteration. Second, we have eAj ≠ eBj for some j. Let sη denote the node whose energy inA is larger than
that inB, eAη > e
B
η ≥ EB,i. Obviously, sη can provide one more sample without exceeding its upper bound. IfA selects sη
as the provider at (i+ 1)th iteration,
EA,i+1 = min{eA1 , . . . , eAη − δη, . . . , eAN }
≥ min{eA1 , . . . , eBη , . . . , eAN }
= EA,i = EB,i.
Since EB,i ≥ EB,i+1, we have EA,i+1 ≥ EB,i+1. 
In the following proof, Tk represents the sub-tree formed by sk. If Ek can interpret Tk, it means that Ek[i] exactly represents
the maximum critical energy among sensor nodes in Tk when Tk provides i samples, 0 ≤ i ≤ R. Also, we define the level of
a node as the number of hop counts between the node and s0.
Theorem 2. The proposed distributed algorithm can obtain P0’s optimal solution in tree networks.
Proof. Let h be the height of the tree network, which is the number of hop counts between s0 and the farthest leaf node. Our
proof starts from the bottom of the tree network. We first show that the energy table of a sensor node, at level h − 1, can
interpret its related sub-tree network. Next, we prove that the energy table of a sensor node, at level y (0 < y < h− 1), can
interpret its associated sub-tree network if its child nodes’ energy tables can interpret their own sub-tree networks. In this
case, we can easily extend the result to level 0, where s0’s energy energy table, E0, can interpret the whole WSN. Therefore,
E0[R] is the maximum critical energy of the WSN after it provides R samples.
According to Theorem 1, the energy table of the sensor node at level h− 1 can interpret its associated sub-tree network.
Let sk denote an internal node at level y (0 < y < h − 1). C(k) = {sk,1, sk,2, . . . , sk,n} represents sk’s child nodes and Ek,j is
sk,j’s energy table.MultiHopTree is used by sk to integrate all its child nodes’ energy tables. Then, it applies SingleHopRoot to
obtain an initial Ek. As {Ek,1, Ek,2, . . . , Ek,n} can interpret their sub-tree networks, the initial Ek[i] represents the maximum
critical energy of C(k) after C(k) provides i samples. If sk cannot provide samples, we update Ek[i] by Eq. (6). Obviously, Ek[i]
represents the maximum critical energy of Tk after it provides i samples. Instead, if sk can provide samples, we examine at
iteration i all possible combinations between sk and C(k) and select the combination with the maximum critical energy as
the result which is recorded at Ek[i]. Hence, Ek[i] represents the Tk’s maximum critical energy after Tk provides i samples.
We can easily extend the result to level 0. Therefore, E0[R] is the maximum critical energy of the WSN after it provides R
samples. 
5. Sampling workload allocation for directed graph networks
In this section, we extend the previous algorithm to a directed graph network, in which each nodemay have two ormore
parent nodes.
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Fig. 7. A directed graph sensor network.
5.1. Overview
We propose a partial distributed algorithm to obtain the sampling workload assignment in a directed graph network,
where each s0’s child node forms a sub-tree or a sub-graph network. In each sub-tree network, we apply the previous
distributed algorithm. In each sub-graph network, we execute a centralized algorithm MultiHopGraph on its root. The root
of each sub-tree and sub-graph network will send their results to s0 for integration. Finally, s0 distributes the sampling
workload assignment to the WSN. There are two major differences in sampling workload assignment for a sub-graph
network which are described as follows.
The first difference is that the energy table and the decision table are only maintained at sk, which is the root of sub-
graph network Gk. The power parameters of each Gk’s node are also stored at sk. These power parameters include each
node’s energy consumption of sensing, transmitting and receiving. After receiving R, each si ∈ Gk sends its current energy
capacity to sk only. MultiHopGraph then is executed by sk to construct the energy and the decision table. The definition of
Dk[i, j] in a sub-graph network becomes the number of samples sensed by the jth source node in Gk while Gk delivers i
samples.
Second, sk creates an extra table, named the routing table, to record the traffic of each route in Gk. We use rk,j to denote
the jth route in Gk. The routes discussed here are loop-free since routes with loops always consume more energy than
those without loops. In addition, we use Zk to represent Gk’s routing table and Zk[i, j] is defined as the number of samples
transmitted through the route rk,j while sk sends out i samples.
5.2. Centralized algorithm
The critical energy of a route is the minimum energy capacity among sensor nodes on that route. Algorithm 4 shows
that MultiHopGraph is a greedy algorithm. At each iteration it examines each route and selects the route rk,υ that has the
maximum critical energy after this route provides one more sample (line 9). Suppose that rk,υ ’s source node is the yth
source node in Gk. Then, the sampling workload of rk,υ and its source node are increased to Zk[i, υ] = Zk[i − 1, υ] + 1
and Dk[i, y] = Dk[i− 1, y] + 1 (line 10–11). Also, Ek[i] is the critical energy of Gk.
Example 2. Fig. 7 is a directed graph network. s1 forms a sub-tree network T1 and s5 forms a sub-graph network G5. The
nodes s2, s3, s4, s8, and s9 are source nodes. At first, s0 broadcasts its request R = 3 to the WSN. In T1, we apply the
distributed algorithm mentioned in Section 4 to obtain E1 and D1. In G5, we execute MultiHopGraph on s5 to construct
E5,D5 and Z5. Each node in G5 sends its current energy capacity to s5. Fig. 8 lists the power parameters of these nodes.
If there is no link between si and sj, αi,j is infinite. We define s8 and s9 as the first and the second source nodes of G5.
Also, the three routes in G5 are r5,1, r5,2 and r5,3. At the first iteration, MultiHopGraph examines the critical energy of each
route after it provides one sample. Take r5,1 for example, the critical energy of route r5,1, after providing one sample, is
min{e8 − (α8,6 + γ8), e6 − (α6,5 + β6), e5 − (α5,0 + β5)} = 125. In the same way, the critical energy of r5,2 is 110 and
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Algorithm 4
1: ProcedureMultiHopGraph(Gk, R)
2: n = the number of source nodes in Gk;
3: λ = the number of routes in Gk;
4: rk,υ = the route that has the maximum critical energy after this route provides one more sample;
5: y = the source node of rk,υ ;
6: Dk[0, j] = 0,∀j = 1, . . . , n;
7: Zk[0, j] = 0,∀j = 1, . . . , λ;
8: for i = 1 to R do
9: Find rk,υ ;
10: ∀j = 1, . . . , λ, update Zk[i, j] by
Zk[i, j] =

Zk[i− 1, j] + 1 if j = υ,
Zk[i− 1, j] others.
11: ∀j = 1, . . . , n, update Dk[i, j] by
Dk[i, j] =

Dk[i− 1, j] + 1 if j=y,
Dk[i− 1, j] others.
12: Record the critical energy of Gk in Ek[i];
13: Update energy capacity of all nodes on rk,υ ;
14: end for
15: Send Ek to s0;
Fig. 8. A set of sensor nodes.
of r5,3 is 105. Hence, we select r5,1 as the route and s8 as the provider. (Z5[1, 1], Z5[1, 2], Z5[1, 3]) is set at (1, 0, 0) and
(D5[1, 1],D5[1, 2]) is set at (1, 0). The residual energy of s5, s6 and s8 then becomes (e5, e6, e8) = (220, 130, 125). The
complete D5, E5 and Z5 are shown in Fig. 7. E5 is sent back to s0 for integration. s0 applies SingleHopRoot to generate E0 and
D0. As a result, s1 needs to provide two samples and s5 one sample. By looking upD1 andD5, the samplingworkload allocation
of each node is (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9) = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0). Also, s8, based on Z5, will select r5,1 to provide one
sample. The final sampling schedule, therefore, is (x2, g2) = (1, 1), (x3, g3) = (1, 2), (x8, g8) = (1, 3). Assuming that the
monitoring interval is 3 and its starting time is t0, s2 will take the first sample at t0, s3 the second at t0 + 1, and s8 the third
at t0 + 2.
6. Experiment
6.1. Simulation setup and configuration
We simulate an actual real-life debris flow warning system that takes a rainfall sample hourly in the rainy season in
order to build a rainfall model [1,3,2]. The required number of samples R is set at 3000, in order to represent a four-month
monitoring interval. We have 10 source nodes and 90 relay nodes randomly deployed in a square of 100 m by 100 m. As
Fig. 1 shows, source nodes are deployed near the river and a gateway is near the road. Relay nodes are randomly deployed
between them, and construct a network by minimum hop routing protocol. Let di,j denote the distance between si and sj.
The αi,j is c1+ c2d4i,j, with c1 = 400 nJ/byte and c2 = 800 pJ/byte/m4 [9]. Receiving energy consumption βi is 1200 nJ/byte.
Additionally, γi is randomly generated from [25, 30] nJ/byte with uniform distribution and ei is from [100, 200] kJ, which
represents 50%–100% capacity of a commonly-used battery [1].
We compare our algorithm BECON with two commonly-used samplingworkload allocation algorithms:Weight andMTE-
Weight [8].Weight distributes the required number of samples to each route in proportion to the average energy capacity of
sensor nodes on that route.MTE-Weight ismodified fromMTE [8], a commonly-used routing algorithm in aWSN.MTE-Weight
first distributes the required number of samples to each source node proportional to its energy capacity. For each sample, it
later selects a route with minimum transmission cost. Since our problem is NP-hard, the optimal solution is unobtainable if
the WSN is large. Hence, we propose a method to estimate an upper bound, named Optimal Upper Bound, and compare our
algorithm with it.
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison of critical energy.
6.2. Optimal upper bound
An independent route means all nodes on the route, except the destination node, are not shared by other routes. Let sk
denote the root of Gk. To obtain an upper bound of Gk’s critical energy, we first split the dependent routes into independent
routes by duplicating the shared nodes. This transformation ensures that the modified network has higher critical energy
than the original one. The modified network can be classified into two categories. In the first category, each source node
has only one parent node. Hence, the modified network is a tree network and can be solved by the algorithm proposed in
Section 4. In the second category, at least one source node si hasmore than one parent node.We set the transmission energy
of si to its parent nodes at αi = minj∈P(i) αi,j, where P(i) illustrates the set of si’s parent nodes. This ensures that each route
can be regarded as independent. As each route is independent, the behavior of Algorithm 4 is the same as SingleHopRoot.
Therefore, we can use Algorithm 4 to get the optimal solution of this modified network and adopt this solution to represent
the optimal upper bound.
6.3. Effect on the critical energy
This experiment evaluates the normalized critical energy of an algorithm under different number of samples. The
normalized critical energy is defined as the ratio of the critical energy after R samples are delivered to that before R samples
are delivered. As Fig. 9 shows, BECON delivers a near optimal solution. The performance difference between BECON and
Optimal Upper Bound is less than 3% in every R. Both the performances of Weight and MTE-Weight are worse than BECON.
This is because a node with less energy capacity may be selected to deliver samples if a node on the route has larger energy
capacity. Hence, the critical energy of these two algorithms drops faster than that in BECON. Moreover, the performance
difference between Weight and MTE-Weight becomes larger when R increases, because Weight does not consider the
transmission cost on each route. In the worst case, Weight uses the most energy-consuming route to send back samples.
6.4. Effect on balancing energy
We define the normalized residual energy as the ratio of a node’s residual energy capacity to the maximum energy
capacity among sensor nodes before samples are delivered. The energy range is defined as the difference between the
maximum and minimum normalized residual energy among sensors. Fig. 10 shows the energy range of an algorithm after
3000 samples are delivered. As a square is the maximum normalized residual energy among sensor nodes, so is a diamond
to the minimum. Also, we record the average value of each algorithm for reference. The bar on the most left side in Fig. 10
is Original, which indicates the maximum and minimum energy among sensor nodes before they deliver 3000 samples. We
normalize each algorithm’s energy range value according to Original and display it at the top of each bar. BECON ’s energy
range reduces to 0.95 since it intends to maximize the critical energy and shorten the energy range. However, bothWeight
and MTE-Weight ’s energy ranges are larger than BECON by 30% because they may make nodes with less energy capacity
provide more samples and also make the critical energy decrease. The results indicate that BECON is suitable to balance the
energy consumption of sensor nodes and avoid the disconnection of the WSN.
6.5. Effect of the number of providers
This experiment evaluates the critical energy of an algorithm under a different number of providers. R is set at 3000. In a
directed graph network, themore sensor nodes that can provide samples, themore routes we can have. BECON, according to
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Fig. 10. Performance comparison in balancing energy consumption.
Fig. 11. Performance comparison at different number of providers.
Fig. 11, can deliver larger critical energywhen the number of providers increases. This is becausewehavemore opportunities
to reduce the flow of heavy loaded routes and select better routes to send samples back to s0. However, Weight and MTE-
Weight do not benefit much from these extra opportunities. The critical energy of these two algorithms remains almost the
same although the number of providers increases. Despite the number of providers and routes they have,Weight andMTE-
Weight always deliver samples using the routes with higher energy capacity or with minimum transmission cost. Hence,
they make the nodes with less energy on the routes run out of energy quickly. In particular,MTE-Weight, when there is only
one provider, delivers the worst performance because it uses only one route to send all samples back to s0 and leads to the
lowest critical energy.
7. Conclusion
This paper addresses the problem of maximizing the critical energy while satisfying the quality of a WSN application.
We determine a sampling workload allocation to balance the energy consumption among nodes and ensure quality. We
prove the problem is NP-hard and develop a distributed algorithm to solve it. According to our experimental results, BECON
performs better than existing methods in balancing energy consumption. When the given network is a tree network, the
obtained solution is optimal. The simulation results show that the performance difference between our algorithm and the
optimal solution is smaller than 3%. In the future,weplan to investigate the impact of clock drifting on the sampling schedule.
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